
1. A recent court ruling means it is unlawful for people to protest 
on the construction site of the HS2. What is the HS2?  

c. a high-speed railway line - The HS2 will link London to 
Manchester, with branches reaching Birmingham and the East 
Midlands. The order makes going onto HS2 land without 
permission or disrupting work a potential contempt of court - the 
offence of ignoring a judge's ruling. HS2 welcomed the court 
judgement and said it was "not intended to stop legitimate 
protest". Legal experts say this court order is one of the most 
far-reaching of its kind in English legal history. 

2. The Nord Stream pipeline in Europe's Baltic Sea was damaged 
last week in what appears to be an act of sabotage related to 
the Ukraine invasion. What does the pipeline carry?   

b. natural gas - Ruptures of the Nord Stream natural gas 
pipeline system under the Baltic Sea have led to what is likely 
the biggest single release of climate-damaging methane ever 
recorded, according to the United Nations Environment 
Programme. 

3. Why has the government been taken to court over its televised 
briefings during the coronavirus pandemic?  

b. They did not have British Sign Language interpreters present 
at several key briefings - The government is being taken to court 
today by 276 deaf people over the lack of British Sign Language 
(BSL) interpretation at the televised coronavirus briefings. 

4. North Korea recently declared itself a nuclear weapons state. 
How many countries in the world are formally recognised as 
having nuclear weapons?  

a. 8 - Eight countries have publicly announced successful 
detonation of nuclear weapons. Five are considered to be 
nuclear-weapon states (NWS) under the terms of the Treaty on 
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT) - United 
States, Russia, United Kingdom, France, and China. Three 
other countries have conducted overt nuclear tests - India, 
Pakistan, and North Korea. Israel is also generally understood 
to have nuclear weapons, but keeps a deliberate policy of 
'nuclear ambiguity'. 

5. The new Prince and Princess of Wales made their first visit to 
Wales recently. By which names are they more commonly 
known?  

b. William and Kate - Large crowds gathered around Holyhead 
Marina on the island of Anglesey to greet the royal couple. 
However, there's been mounting calls by some to scrap the titles 
and concept altogether. 

6. Which car company recently sold part of its famous Porsche 
brand on the stock market?  

c. Volkswagen - Volkswagen listed 12.5% of Porsche shares to 
raise billions to invest in electric cars. The sports carmaker was 
valued at €75bn (£67bn) in its stock market float, the largest 
European listing for more than a decade. 

7. California has voted to become the first US state to …? 
a. Ban petrol powered cars - The new rules start with 35% of 
vehicles sold in the state by 2026 to be electric or hybrid, and 
68% by 2030, with a full ban by 2035. 

8. Which UK city lies furthest east? 
b. Norwich - Norwich lies at a longitude of 3 degrees East. The 
other two cities both lie to the west of the Prime Meridian (0 
degrees longitude). 

9. The Kremlin has ordered thousands of Russian men to fight in 
the army. What is the name for drafting people  into the army 
during a war?  

a. Military Conscription - Russia has plans to mobilise 300,000 
in reserve soldiers. Long delays have been reported at Russia's 
borders, as many men are leaving the country to avoid being 
made to fight in the army. There are severe punishments for 
those that try to avoid conscription or desert the army. 

10. In which country was former prime minister Shinzo Abe 
farewelled in a controversial state funeral recently?  

c. Japan - Only once before in Japan's post-war history has a 
politician been given a state funeral. It proceeded despite 
opposition from the Japanese public with opinion polls showing 
around 60% opposed it. Many were opposed to the cost and 
some were against the changes that Abe made while in office. 
Abe was the country's prime minister between 2012 and 2020. 
He died after being attacked during a campaign event in July. 

11. Kenyan runner, Eliud Kipchoge, broke his own marathon world 
record recently by running the distance in two hours, one 
minute and nine seconds. How far do athletes run in a 
marathon?   

c. 42.195 km (26.2 miles) - Kipchoge broke his own record 
during an event in Berlin. The name 'marathon' comes from the 
legend of Philippides, who is thought to have run non-stop for 
around 40km from the Battle of Marathon to Athens to inform 
the city of an important Greek victory. The exact distance of 
42.195km (26.2 miles) was established at the 1908 London 
Olympics and based on the distance from its start at Windsor 
Castle to the finish line at the olympic stadium in London. 

12. What is India’s government promoting to decrease the effect of 
smog on motorcyclists? 

b. Helmets fitted with fans and filters - As India's capital of New 
Delhi prepares for winter — the government is promoting a 
motorcycle helmet fitted with filters and a fan at the back that it 
says can remove 80 per cent of pollutants for the person 
breathing inside. 

13. Why has Morocco laid a formal complaint about Adidas' new 
Algerian national football jersey?  

b. It uses colours and patterns that look like Moroccan designs - 
Adidas said the design was inspired by the Mechouar Palace in 
Algeria. However, Morocco's culture ministry thinks the 
geometric blue, teal and yellow design is a pattern called zellige, 
common in Moroccan mosaics. The neighbouring north African 
nations have a long history of tensions, as they continue to 
dispute Western Sahara. 

14. In which ocean would you find the island nation of 
Madagascar?   

c. Indian Ocean - Madagascar is the world's second-largest 
island country, after Indonesia. The nation consists of the island 
of Madagascar (the fourth-largest island in the world) and 
numerous smaller peripheral islands. 

15. Which animal has just gained status as a legally protected 
animal in the United Kingdom?  

a. Eurasian beaver - Eurasian beavers have been recognised 
as a European protected species in England, making it illegal to 
capture, kill, injure or disturb them. Landowners will not be able 
to damage a burrow or dam without a license. Wildlife charities 
praised the move, saying beavers' dams help the environment, 
keeping water clean and preventing flooding and drought. 

VISUAL ANSWERS 

1. c. Chancellor of the Exchequer - Financial markets reacted 
strongly to Chancellor Kwasi Kwarteng’s recent mini-budget. The 
decision to cut tax without a plan to pay for it caused a sharp fall in 
the value of the pound on currency markets. 

2. c. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil - The Christ the Redeemer statue, or 
Cristo Redentor. is located on top of the Corcovado mountain and 
stands at 30 metres tall. Its construction was completed in 1931. 

3. b. Ian - A massive search and rescue effort is continuing in 
Florida in the aftermath of Hurricane Ian, which cut a swathe of 
destruction across the US state.  

4. Spain 

5. Charles - New coins featuring the portrait of King Charles have 
been revealed, with a 50p carrying his image entering general 
circulation within weeks. The coins follow centuries of tradition with 
the monarch now facing left - the opposite way to his predecessor. 
As with previous kings, and unlike the Queen, he wears no crown. 
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